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Chapter 1

Introduction

The University of Hildesheim owns many different software systems for teaching. So far,
no one has attempted to cover all systems and create an architectural description of e-
learning at the University of Hildesheim. This report describes the applications relevant
to education. These include software developed by the university, third-party tools
provided by the university, cloud tools closely associated with the university, and tools
provided by the university under contract. Implemented functionalities are explored,
and functional specifications are described, including information about technical and
operational requirements. Here, the software is primarily teaching tools. However,
the report does not include software and development environments in which students
are taught but rather tools that apply to teaching. The variety of tools in different
courses makes it impossible to cover all the applications that are used by work groups
or individuals.

The main goal of this investigation is to capture the university’s e-learning state
and describe the architecture – mainly to ease the development of applications for de-
velopers. Further objectives are to identify new ideas and summarize current goals.
We conducted surveys of the teaching staff to determine the current status. Tran-
scripts of interviews, tables provided by interviewed persons, and websites were used
as references to prepare this document. We hope that future investigations will provide
updates on current information and add information in this context.

First, Chapter 2 describes the strategy and goals in e-learning at the University of
Hildesheim. Chapter 3 looks at the architecture from the end user’s perspective. The
context of e-learning at the university is described (cf. Section 3.1), and the concepts
and principles are briefly touched upon (cf. Section 3.3). Further, this document de-
fines learning applications that are integral parts of university’s e-learning landscape.
The most widely used applications in e-learning are described in Section 3.4. The
architecture is then described in Chapter 4 in terms of interfaces and services. This
should help developers to integrate new learning platforms and applications. Finally,
a conclusion with an outlook is given in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Strategy and Business Goal

At the University of Hildesheim, there is not only one interdisciplinary e-learning strat-
egy but many opportunistic ones. Common components of online teaching are orga-
nizational tools such as Moodle, LSF and POS. Further, video conferencing tools like
BBB, and Zoom are currently used. In the long run, it would make sense if this multi-
tude of tools could be integrated into Moodle to enable a uniform process. This would
ease the support and create uniform processes. Rather, the library and computing
center provide management and support of the e-learning capabilities. Uniform pro-
cesses would ease their support. One example is the use of Zoom, which cannot be
integrated into Moodle, does not comply with the GDPR and leads to more effort in
support and maintenance. These are reasons that make Zoom unattractive to the uni-
versity as an alternative to the BBB, despite some employees. Additional architectural
considerations can be found in section 3.2.

This document aims to all persons involved in the organization of e-learning at the
university and willing to change and transform the teaching format in online learning.

The main strategy for the upcoming 5 years the university plans to create good
e-learning offers to make the university better known and to provide a good service
and support. The goals of the strategy include

Teaching in the sense of the students identify & address needs of students, im-
plement teaching with students in mind

E-Learning improvement: improve the e-learning capabilities of the applications

Standardized E-Learning processes: usage of standardized processes and apps to
reduce the support effort

Realize online profiling courses: e-learning allows to offer additional advanced
training courses (e.g. using interactive videos, automated exercise correction and
automated grading)

Allow remote learning: reach a bigger audience with e-study programs

Enhance service and support: provide a better service and support for e-learning
apps and online-courses

Hybridity: avoid unnecessary physical presence events, allow both: pyhsical-, and
online presence
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Until 2020, the university was poorly positioned in its online teaching capabilities.
Earlier, an e-learning initiative was launched, but there was no clear point of contact
for e-learning since the Center for Distance Learning and Continuing Education (“Zen-
trum für Fernstudium und Weiterbildung”) was discontinued without replacement. As
the deficit was realized, a center for digital transformation (“Zentrum für digitalen
Wandel”) was established, resulting in a funding initiative and other projects. At the
end of 2020, also, through COVID 19 pandemic, e-learning got a new focus. Inevitably,
more time and effort were invested in online teaching. Since then, Universitys’ CIO
board has begun to promote e-Learning. Changes planned for this year include a switch
from Zoom to Zoom-X, which is EU-GDPR compliant, and a switch from LSF to EXA.

Still, university has not reached a good balance between digital and traditional
offerings. A bigger part of lecturers were planning to offer hybrid learning and asyn-
chronous learning in the past. In many cases, appropriate concepts are still in their
infancy. Implementation is still challenging. The architecture must support teaching
of all four departments at the university. This requires heterogeneity with a variety
of approaches. The university does not have a dedicated e-learning administration. A
rough direction is set by the CIO board together with interested lecturers.
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Chapter 3

E-Learning Architecture from an
End User Perspective

This chapter summarizes Business-side applications provided to the end user. First,
the overall e-learning architecture together with its applications, infrastructure, and
deployment are visualized (Figure 3.1). The upper level inherits the e-learning ap-
plications that are used by students and lecturers. All applications mentioned in the
diagram are briefly described in Section 3.4.1. It is divided into several organizational
units which are described in detail in Section 3.4.2. An overview of the service infras-
tructural level with service interfaces used by the e-learning applications is given in the
middleware level. This layer is described in Section 4.2. The middleware applications
are also divided into different organizational units (Section 3.4.2). Section 3.1 provides
a general overview of systems, external factors, and their interactions. Architectural
considerations using the systems are described shortly in Section 3.2. An overview and
definition of the concepts and principles at the university is given in Section 3.3. The
application catalog provided in Section 3.4 gives an overview of applications, their in-
and outputs, and functional descriptions. Relevant architectural details for building
additional applications or platforms are mainly described in Chapter 4.

3.1 Context of E-learning Systems

In order to clarify the major connections of the e-learning systems, they are summarized
in this section along with their environment as well as contexts. At the University of
Hildesheim, the main e-learning systems are Moodle/Learnweb, POS, and LSF. The
context diagram (Figure 3.2) gives an overall picture of systems and entities/users
involved in the e-learning processes and how they are connected. Here, Moodle, POS
and LSF are depicted as the systems. Entities in their environment that interact with
them are students, lecturers, the library, the examination office and the computing
center.

In the following, the interrelationships of the systems and the entities are explained.
The computing center installs, maintains and updates all of the systems. Courses are
created by lecturers using the LSF. When the course is created in the LSF it gets
transferred to the Moodle/Learnweb as well. The lecturer uploads or creates content
and exercises in the course which is cloned into Moodle. Students can register for
courses and exams in the LSF. Further, they can download content and exercises from
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the Moodle and upload their exercise solutions to it. People that are registered in the
LSF and that are granted access to the POS (e.g. lecturers, the examination office) can
give grades. Students can view their own grades via POS. For this reason, modules of
the LSF and POS are internally connected.
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Figure 3.2: Context diagram of major e-learning systems.

3.2 Overall Architectural Considerations

Scalability and performance play a crucial role in e-learning applications. E.g., an
online lecture requires to support of 100+ students simultaneously. Further, EU data
protection law does not allow servers outside its’ countries. Additionally, online teach-
ing enables students to study from an arbitrary place, leading to an increase in overall
students. Some specific events require up to several hundred participants. Moodle
and Big Blue Button build the main pillars of online-learning at the University of
Hildesheim.

Moodle is a widely used learning platform in Germany that has been used for
massive open online courses (high number of participants). Further, it has been in use
at the University of Hildesheim for a long time. Since it was broadly used over a longer
period, its strength and weaknesses are well known, and there is much knowledge about
this system among the employees and students.

Big Blue Button is a good choice for ordinary teaching at the University of
Hildesheim since it supports the EU-GDPR and supports up to 150 participants [1].
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There is no additional contract cost since it is open source and can run on University’s
servers. Further, it can be used in combination with Moodle.

Zoom is an alternative which can be used as a web conference tool with several
hundreds of of participants. At the moment, it represents the only suitable solution
for events of this magnitude. A problem is that Zoom is not EU-GDPR compliant and
incurs high licensing and support costs.

3.3 Concepts and Principles Overview and Defini-

tions

Concepts for the ongoing process of digitization and e-learning (cf. Figure 3.3) are
summarized and shortly described in this section. Concepts that are concerning the
whole university are depicted with ovals. University’s strategy leads to different layers
in the enterprise architecture. The university wants to have a scalable, digitized online
learning, which is implied by remote learning and service orientation. All concerns in
governance, business organization, information and application layer, and the techni-
cal/IT architecture layer can lead to new university transformation, e.g., in the form
of projects and decisions.
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Structure IT-Infrastructure

Server Virtualization: concepts and technologies to give an abstract view of the
heterogeneous physical hardware like servers

Server Based Computing: the central provision of application programs on servers

Cloud Computing: shared computing resources as a service in the form of servers,
data storage, and applications

Service Orientation: structure it-services in systems in a modular way and make
better use of them

Information Facilities/Information Systems

Grading: ability to give online grades

Platform Independence: by providing platform independence, students and lectur-
ers can use their device/operating system of choice.

Analytics Course evaluation: course evaluation analysis

Identity and Access Management: enables assignment of permissions for individ-
uals for a certain time and a certain purpose

Service Oriented Architecture: by using service oriented architecture, service ori-
entation can be realized.

Business & Organization

E-Learning: digital teaching material and online learning rooms

Student Support: organizational support for students

Academic Support: support for academic university education

Campus Climate: respect for individual needs, abilities, and potential

Application support: support E-Learning applications

IT Service Management: measures and methods to support e-learning processes

Online Profiling: collect data on online teaching

Governance

Expansion: the need for enhancement of e-learning offers

Student Management/Student orientation: Measure student satisfaction with
teaching and assistance, as well as motivation, effort, and effectivity of the stu-
dents’ academic behavior.

Scalability: handle increasing and decreasing workloads in online teaching.
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Standards Compliance: By introducing standards compliance, the EU GDPR is
implemented accordingly.

Establishment: Make the university better known.

Standardization: standardizing the way of teaching and the applications to reduce
the effort of service and maintenance. Introduce standards for software solutions
to ensure interoperability when using the course material.

Digital Transformation: Digitize traditional learning approaches and course mate-
rial.

University

Remote Learning: By using remote learning, students do not have to attend their
classes and tutorials in person.

Service Orientation: Break services down to small artifacts that can be au-
tonomously managed and accessed over the network.

3.3.1 Standards and Principles Overview

The University of Hildesheim has no specifications for operating systems. Hence, it
must implicitly provide platform-independent solutions. This is primarily addressed
by the use of web-based systems, like Moodle, LSF, POS, and other systems.

Within the University, the open-source Learn Management System (LMS) Moodle
has a special role. One of the main reasons for its application is to limit the access of
educational resources and discussion boards to matriculated students. Meanwhile, it
is used extensively in most lectures and receives additional support by the University
Library. Preferably, new systems should be integrated into the Moodle to provide the
students one centralized learning platform instead of lecture-wise new systems. The
Moodle offers to possibilities to integrate new functionalities: 1.) One may implement
new functionalities directly as a Moodle plug-in or 2.) external tools may be connected
via the standardized LTI interfaces (cf. Section 4.2.2).

Further, the University must comply with the European General Data Protection
Regulation (EU GDPR). Compared to other universities, there are differences in the
internal principles. Using software with external data storage and processing in other
institutions or countries is often forbidden. Further, the persons administrating the
computing center are not involved in the university business or teaching in this case.

European General Data Protection Regulation (EU-GDPR)

The EU-GDPR sets out the requirements for advancing digitalization in the EU. Its key
elements include legal bases for data processing, anonymization of data, and data pro-
cessing privileges for research purposes. Further, it provides transparency and control
for data subjects.

There are various legal bases for further data processing. Data processing is based
not only on the consent of individuals but also on other legal bases. Data processing is
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therefore permitted even without consent, provided that the data processing is neces-
sary to fulfill a contract. Data processing may also be based on the relevant interests of
the data processor and third parties. However, legal bases defined by the GDPR must
be observed in any case. The individuals shall be informed about the individual pur-
pose of the data processing and the corresponding legal base. For research purposes,
further processing of personal data is always permitted, even if it was collected for a
different purpose. Corresponding data may also be obtained if consent is obtained for
research purposes without a specific purpose [2].

EU-GRPR also addresses data protection issues raised by Big Data and new tech-
niques and types of data processing. In the pseudonymization of data, names and
identification features are to be replaced by pseudonyms to make it more challenging
to conclude individual persons. This procedure ensures further processing for other
possible purposes without being aware of specific individuums, which is necessary for
Big Data analyses [2].

3.4 Application Catalog

Applications are a set of functionalities with technologies. They have the purpose of re-
ducing the complexity of systems while increasing their performance and quality. This
includes technology, hardware, operating systems, apps, and UI design. At the univer-
sity, these stacks mainly consist of open source apps and software subscriptions, but
also of self developed apps. The majority of these applications used by the university
are listed below.

3.4.1 E-Learning Applications

In this section, the most frequently used e-learning applications are summarized and
described. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the presented applications (first column
links to the more detailed sections). In addition, the university operates a wiki, which
provides a manual from an end-user perspective for the tools described in this section
[3].

Moodle

Moodle contains offers for studies and education at the University of Hildesheim. Fur-
ther, it is linked to a course catalog (LSF) and a system for managing the course and ex-
amination credits (POS). Log in to these systems is possible with the central identifica-
tion of the University of Hildesheim. In addition, there is an external Moodle-platform
for the exchange with external institutions such as universities, schools, companies, and
other cooperation partners [4]. The library operates a third Moodle instance, which is
used for developing and testing new plug-ins.

The university installs a new Moodle instance about every two semesters. Old
courses are not automatically transferred to the new instance. However, Moodle offers
multiple options to ease the re-use of old courses (configuration and material):

• A Moodle function allows exporting and importing courses from Learnweb.
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• Thus, for example, contents of the previous year can be taken over. No user data
is transferred in that case (GDPR). This means that, for example, BBB sessions,
forum, wiki and glossary entries of users cannot be transferred.

• More information can be found in the Wiki: https://www.uni-hildesheim.d
e/wiki/digitalcampus/learnweb/faq/kurssichern?s[]=kurssicherung

• The computation center may help in individual cases to copy user data (e.g.,
courses that contain videos, ...) directly among the Moodle instances.

Application Function Interfaces Org. Unit

Big Blue
Button

Open source web conferencing system with
focus on education. Key Features:
• Online meeting
• Screensharing
• Breakout sessions
• Whieboard

Moodle integration Computing
Centre

Big Blue
Button
(GWDG)

Open source web conferencing system with
focus on education. Key Features:
• Online meeting
• Screensharing
• Breakout sessions
• Whieboard

GWDG

Business
Simulations
by BWOR

Business Simulations for teaching, alterna-
tive versions used.

BWOR

Concept-
Mapping-
Tool

Collaborative tool for creating concept
maps. Should guide students at their re-
search (seminars, projects, thesis)

ISUM

Design
Thinking
Tool

Tool to conduct a Design Thinking study,
which is used to teach students this kind
of research technique.

ISUM

eCLR Collaborative tool to plan & conduct sys-
tematic literature reviews

ISUM

Etherpad Collaborative editing in really real-time Moodle Plug-in avail-
able

Computing
Centre

Exercise-
Submitter
Server

(Group-based) homework submission
server. Key features:
• Group members can see/edit submis-

sions of other members
• Version control (restore older submis-

sions)
• Download of all submissions for one

homework (teachers)
• Allows integration of semi-automatic

consistency checkers

• REST API [5]
• Sparky-

Integration pro-
vides access for
RZ-accounts

SSE

Exercise-
Submitter
Clients

Submission of homework to the Exercise-
Submitter server. Clients available as stan-
dalone Java application and as Eclipse
plug-in.

SSE

12



Application Function Interfaces Org. Unit

GitLab Open source end-to-end software develop-
ment platform with built-in version con-
trol, issue tracking, code review.

Computing
Centre

HedgeDoc Real-time, multi-platform collaborative
markdown note editor.

GWDG

Hildata
• Digital asset management
• Picture data
• Rights-management
• Storage of research results
• Also for storage of research data of stu-

dent work

Library

HilDok
• Publication of Open-Access Publica-

tions
• Publicatio of dissertations & habilita-

tions
• Publication of student work via teachers

possible

easydb / Programm-
fabrik

Library

Learnweb /
Moodle (in-
tern)

• Distribution of teaching material
• Discussion forums
• Homework submission
• Surveys

BBB, CAS, LTI Library

Learnweb /
Moodle (ex-
tern)

Used for teaching courses with externals Library

Learnweb
/ Moodle
(test envi-
ronment)

Used to test new plug-ins/development Library

LimeSurvey Open source on-line statistical survey web
app

GWDG

ONLY-
OFFICE

Collaborative, online office tools Moodle plug-in avail-
able

GWDG

OpenProject Project management:
• Tickets
• GANT chart

GWDG

Overleaf Collaborative LaTeX GWDG
Rocket.Chat

• DSGVO compliant chat
• More natural chat alternative than

Moodle
• Supports (sub-) channels
• Also used to distribute teaching mate-

rial

GWDG
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Application Function Interfaces Org. Unit

Studenten-
Mangement-
System

• Provides REST
AP

• Sparky-
Integration pro-
vides access for
RZ-accounts

SSE

T-Shape-
Tool

Should support students by getting to
know each other and to form groups. Pro-
vides 2 dimensions for visualizing skills:
• Vertical dimension may be used to visu-

alize experienced skills
• Horizontal dimension may be used to vi-

sualize not fully developed skills

ISUM

VR Applica-
tions
WebIDE

• Online IDE: Keine lokale Installation
notwendig)

• Collboratives Arbeiten
• Abgabe / Download von (korrigierten)

Hausaufgaben
• IDE: Syntax-Highlighting, Syntax-

Ueberpruefung, Code-Ausfuehrung

• Integrated
Exercise-
Submitter for
submitting home-
work

• Uses Sparky-
Service for au-
thentification

SSE

WeKan Kanban board for project management,
may also be used as collaborative pinboard

Library

Zoom
• Online meeting & taching
• Used for meetings with more that 100

participants
• Whiteboard
• Sharing of local sound deviced (for

teaching musics)
• Very reliable

Computing
Centre

Table 3.1: E-Learning applications.

Lehre - Studium - Forschung (LSF)

LSF is developed by the Hochschul-Informations-System eG (HIS) and offers functions
for the planning, registration and administration of courses and research projects, their
internet presentation and for the creation of the course catalog including planning and
associated resources (facilities, people, rooms). Students can enroll in courses, and
priorities for attendance-restricted courses can be taken into account in a parameter-
controlled manner [6].

The LSF is available at https://lsf.uni-hildesheim.de and supported by the
Computing Centre.
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Prüfungs-Organisations-System (POS)

POS is developed by the Hochschul-Informations-System eG (HIS) and can be accessed
via the LSF (cf. Section 3.4.1). It is used to manage the registration and participation
of students at exams and archiving exam performances. The systems supports the
definition of (un-)registration deadlines for participating at exams. However, there is
no check if students are authorized for registering at an exam, e.g., because they meet
defined admission criteria.

The POS can be accessed via the LSF at https://lsf.uni-hildesheim.de and
is supported by the Computing Centre. Further, the Computation Centre provides a
FAQ at https://www.uni-hildesheim.de/posanmeldung/haeufige-fragen-zur-o
nline-anmeldung-zu-studien-pruefungsleistungen/.

Additional Web-Applications Provided by the University

Further, the University operates various centralized web applications that do not sub-
stantially impact e-learning as the tools above. For the sake of brevity, we provide only
a short description of these tools here:

Big Blue Button BigBlueButton is an open source-based web conferencing system
used in digital learning environments. It includes numerous interactive features
such as a collaborative whiteboard, polls, chat, and breakout rooms. The service
is available at: https://bbb.uni-hildesheim.de/b and operated by the
computing centre.

Etherpad is a highly customizable open source online editor providing collaborative
editing in real-time [7]. The service is available at (without access control):
https://epad.hosting.uni-hildesheim.de/ and operated by the Computing
Centre.

GitLab is an open source end-to-end software development platform with built-in
version control, issue tracking, code review, CI/CD, and more [8]. University
members can create their own projects/repositories and grant access to others.
The use of this services is restricted to users that are authenticated by their
university account (RZ-Kennung).

The service is available at: https://www.uni-hildesheim.de/gitlab/ and
operated by the Computing Centre.

Hildata is intended to support teaching, science administration, and research-related
outcomes by the management, linking, and delivery of digital data.

The service is operated by the University Library at https://hildata.uni-hild
esheim.de. Please contact Mr. Zimmermann (Q zimme001@uni-hildesheim.de)
or Hildata@uni-hildesheim.de for further information and support.

HilDok: The University Library offers all members of the university the possibility to
publish electronically generated and qualified documents on its publication server
HilDok for free (non-profit, open access). The HilDok publication server has been
certified by the German Initiative for Network Information e. V.. Publications
are publicly available worldwide and are permanently archived by the library.
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The documents are indexed and accessible via library catalogs and via the search
engines of the WWW [9].

HilNet The University Library operates a social network, which is realized by the
open source software HumHub. Users may login with their university account
(RZ-Kennung) at https://humhub.uni-hildesheim.de/.

Opencast In OpenCast, videos and audio documents can be provided, uploaded, and
recorded. OpenCast is linked to the Moodle learning management system.

University Homepage: The university homepage is operated via a Typo3-backend.
The Computing Centre may grant access rights to employees for editing se-
lected pages, e.g., news announcements of the institute or research related
project websites. Users may login with their university account (RZ-Kennung)
at https://www.uni-hildesheim.de/typo3/index.php.

WeKan is a completely open source collaborative Kanban board, hosted at the uni-
versity. Kanban boards are intended to manage and organize work of groups or
single persons. Kanban boards visualize the work at various stages of a process
using cards to represent work items and columns to represent each stage of the
process. Horizontal “swimlanes” may be introduced to distinguish among dif-
ferent teams or types of work. Since WeKan is highly configurable, it may also
be used in lectures to realize a digital pinboard. University members can create
their own boards and grant access to others. The use of this services is restricted
to users that are authenticated by their university account (RZ-Kennung).

The service is operated by the University Library at https://www.uni-hildes
heim.de/wekan/. Please contact Ms. Koberski (Q koberski@uni-hildesheim.de)
for further information and support.

Wiki: The university hosts a DokuWiki instance at https://www.uni-hildesheim
.de/wiki/start. Wiki pages may be published without any access rights or
limited to certain users via their university account (RZ-Kennung).

The service is operated by the Computing Centre. University members may
apply for an own name space (wiki) at https://www.uni-hildesheim.de/inde
x.php?id=39.

Zoom is a proprietary meeting tool, which may be used for conducting online lectures
with more than 100 participants. The Computation Centre has purchased some
license, which may be borrows temporarily for teaching. However, due to concerns
regarding the GDPR and high support effort, discourages the University use of
Zoom.

External Web-Applications Recommended by the University

Taskcards.com: Is an external tool which is a DSGVO compliant alternative to
Padlet. The university has purchased licenses (on a trial basis) for one year.
It is possible to get a license via Ms. Oelker and to register using the link:
https://uni-hildesheim.taskcards.app
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Web-Applications of the AcademicCloud

The GWDG offers by means of the AcademicCloud a variety of applications. In the
context of e-learning, the following applications are most notably:

Big Blue Button (BBB): The GWDG operates also an instance of the BBB, which
can be accessed by using the AcademicID. The services is available at https:

//meet.gwdg.de.

Collaboard: is an online whiteboard tool which is DSGVO compliant. The tool is
currently still in the activation process on the AcademiCcloud. Here you can find
the non-GWDG page: https://www.collaboard.app/

HedgeDoc is a real-time, collaborative markdown note editor, which can be accessed
by using the AcademicID. The services is available at https://pad.gwdg.de/.

LimeSurvey is an open source on-line statistical survey web app. LimeSurvey allows
to develop, publish, evaluate, to store the results of a survey, without any pro-
gramming knowledge. Users must be authenticated using the AcademicID. The
services is available at https://survey.academiccloud.de/.

ONLYOFFICE: ownCloud provides an ONLYOFFICE integration. Users may use
the desktop client of ownCloud to open an ONLYOFFICE instance. Further,
ONLYOFFICE allows users to work collaboratively on the same files.

OpenProject is an open source web-based project management system for location-
independent team collaboration. The tool supports classical, agile, and hybrid
project management. Among other the tool provides functionalities for bug and
issue tracking, project documentation, time tracking, timelines, and management
of project milestones.

Overleaf / ShareLaTeX is an open source, collaborative online LaTeX editor, for
writing high-quality scientific documents. User may create their own projects
and share them with others.

Users must be authenticated using the AcademicID. The services is available at
https://sharelatex.gwdg.de.

ownCloud is an open-source alternative of Dropbox to synchronize and share (larger)
files and folders across multiple users and computers. Users can specify with
whom their files should be shared to. Additionally, ownCloud supports a simple
version control system for files. Versioning creates backups of files which are
accessible via the Versions tab on the details sidebar [10].

Users must be authenticated using their AcademicID and get 50GB free web
space. The services is available at https://sync.academiccloud.de.

Rocket.Chat is an open source communication platform.

Users must be authenticated using the AcademicID. The services is available at
https://chat.gwdg.de/home.
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Studenten-Management-System

The Studenten-Management-System was developed by the SSE group of the University
of Hildesheim to automate management related issues of lectures with more than 100
students. Its main capabilities are:

• (Self-management) of homework and exercise groups

– Provides functions to find potential group partners

– Optional merging of groups that do not meet the specified requirements

• Providing review information of evaluated exercises

• Optional specification of admission criteria

– Management of homeworks, (intermediate) exams, and further exercise
types, which may be treated differently by the admission criteria

– Automated feedback regarding the current admission status

• Provides a RESTful API to connect external services, c.f. Section 4.2.5.

This services is operated and supported by the SSE group (Q elscha@sse.uni-
hildesheim.de). Important URLs of the fronted are provided in Table 3.4.1.

Description URL

Productive system https://stu-mgmt.uni-hildesheim.de/

Test system http://147.172.178.30/WEB-APP/

Docker image https://github.com/Student-Management-System/StuMg

mtDocker

Table 3.2: URLs of the Studenten-Management-System (frontend).

WebIDE

The WebIDE was developed by the SSE group of the University of Hildesheim to
provide undergraduates a full functional Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
that runs entirely within the browser, with no local installation required. Its main
capabilities are:

• Code editor, with syntax highlighting and support to handle multiple files and
folders within a project.

• Support to compile and execute program code of various programming languages
via the Piston environment [11], which sandbox the program execution and also
supports input/output and runtime errors. Currently, there are runtime environ-
ment installed for Python and Java. Further, environments may be installed on
request.

• Integration of the Exercise-Submitter Server (cf. Section 4.2.6) to allow group-
based submission of exercises with version control capabilities, including history
function and delta analysis among alternative submissions.
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• Collaborative work via Convergence [12]: Students may share their current
project with others to work on the same files similar as known by GoogleDocs.
This feature is not restricted to teammates to allow also a sharing of projects
with teachers/tutors.

This services is operated and supported by the SSE group (Q elscha@sse.uni-
hildesheim.de). Important URLs of the WebIDE are provided in Table 3.4.1.

Description URL

Productive system https://webide.sse.uni-hildesheim.de/

Test system http://147.172.178.30/WEB-IDE/

Docker image
(without collaborative
feature)

https://github.com/Student-Management-System/StuMg

mtDocker

Table 3.3: URLs of the WebIDE.

Exercise-Submitter Clients

The SSE group of the University of Hildesheim developed several clients for students
to submit their homework to the Exercise-Submitter Server mentioned in Section 4.2.6.
The submission system is designed to provide students a simple to use system to submit
their homework, while supporting collaborative work and version control mechanisms.
Consequently, students may only submit homework to running exercises. Partners
may see, download, edit, and re-upload submissions, if groups are configured for the
selected homework. The whole submission system is intended, but not limited to, for
the submission of Java projects.

Currently, the SSE group provides support for the following clients:

Standalone: A Java-based client that does not require additional tooling to submit
a Java project (a folder with its files and sub-folders). The CI server provides
builds (without documentation) at: https://jenkins-2.sse.uni-hildesheim
.de/job/Teaching exercise-submitter-standalone/

Eclipse Plug-in : A plug-in for the Eclipse IDE. This client is designed to handle
Eclipse-based Java projects. The CI server provides builds (without documenta-
tion) at: https://jenkins-2.sse.uni-hildesheim.de/job/Teaching exerc

ise-submitter-eclipse/

WebIDE Integration : The WebIDE (cf. Section 3.4.1 on the preceding page) pro-
vides also an integration, which does not require any installations at all.

This services is operated and supported by the SSE group (Q adam@sse.uni-
hildesheim.de). The group maintains also a tool suite for teachers to download and
correct all submissions of a specified homework, which will not be discussed further for
the sake of brevity.
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Concept Mapping Tool

The Concept Mapping tool was initially planned as a component of the eCLR tool (cf.
Section 3.4.1) by AG ISUM of department 4. However, due to the extended application
possibilities for the creation of knowledge maps (e.g., to plan and conduct seminars and
thesis), it was finally implemented as a separate instance.

This services is operated and supported by the ISUM group. Important URLs of
the Concept Mapping tool are provided in Table 3.4.1.

Description URL

Productive system https://www.concept-mapping.uni-hildesheim.de/

OSS repository https://github.com/MethodJules/concept map tool

Table 3.4: URLs of the Concept Mapping tool.

Design Thinking Dokumentations-Tool

The Design Thinking Dokumentations-Tool was developed by AG ISUM of department
4 to document the design thinking process. It supports the design thinkers in recording
or persisting artifacts. At the same time, the tool offers a knowledge base by providing
different methods and their descriptions for each phase of the design thinking process.
While this tool was originally developed in a research project to support design thinkers,
ISUM plans also its application in education es for teaching Design Thinking.

(Professor Dr. Ralf Knackstedt)

Collaborative Literature Reviews (eCLR)

The eCLR tool was developed by AG ISUM as an tool to assist students while conduct-
ing systematic literature reviews. The tool guides the students through a pre-defined
process model, provides supplementary documents and file templates, and provides
documentation of the phases of the process model. For each phase, the students are
encouraged to document and reflect their activities. Among others, the tool includes
social computing features (e.g., integrated chat, profiles), planning capabilities (e.g.,
to-dos, calendar, status dashboard), and group management features.

This services is operated and supported by the ISUM group. Important URLs of
the eCLR tool are provided in Table 3.4.1.

Description URL

Productive system https://www.collaborative-literature-review.uni-hi

ldesheim.de/

Wiki (supplementary
material)

https://www.uni-hildesheim.de/wiki/h-t-k-l-r/start

OSS repository https://github.com/MethodJules/clr-6

Table 3.5: URLs of the eCLR tool.

T-Shape-Tool

The concept of T-Shaped Skills or T-Shaped Persons is a metaphor used in job recruit-
ment to visualize the skills and qualifications of a person in the workforce. The name
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of the method here corresponds to the visual arrangement of the skills, so that there
are two dimensions:

Vertical Dimension Skills can be displayed in the vertical dimension of the T’s,
which are particularly strongly pronounced. In other words, these are areas in
which there is a very high level of specialist/expert knowledge available. The
number of these skills or areas should be correspondingly low, as the average
person only has a few areas of expertise in such depth.

Horizontal Dimension Skills can be represented in the horizontal dimension of the
T’s, which describe the width of the profile. These are abilities that are not
particularly pronounced. Therefore, this area usually contains capabilities from
adjacent areas from above.

This tool was developed by AG ISUM of department 4 and its use is planned in
education to guide students to get to know each other.

(Professor Dr. Ralf Knackstedt)

Business Simulations by BWOR

Business simulations are an important part of teaching at the BWOR group. Currently
a major concern is to cover larger parts of the supply chain and its effects on the pro-
duction as complete as possible. Over the years they developed, bought, and modified
various simulations for their needs:

• The TOPSIM GmbH offers multiple simulations with different difficulty levels
for rental. These simulations may be purchased from their website: https:

//www.topsim.com/.

• Rise of Industry is a business tycoon game with the aim to build an industrial
empire by supplying cities with the products they demand [13]. The BWOR
group developed an modified version of the game together with some loadable
scenarios to provide the students with a well visualized and motivating business
simulation for educational purpose [14]. Meanwhile, the developer sold the game
to the publisher, which makes it unclear whether the customized version is still
be supported.

• NUSS: This is an old in-house development of a business simulation, which has
not been used in recent years. While this simulation is not as complex as the
previously mentioned simulations, the code is completely owned by the University
and may be used for future development

• Another simulation is currently under development, which focuses warehouse
logistics.

Further Teaching Applications of BWOR

Further applications are developed at the BWOR group, which are used in their lec-
tured:

• A graphical tool for project management [15].
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• A tool for simulating alternative heuristics for the Travelling Salesman Prob-
lem (TSP) [16], which is intended to be used as part of the course “Moderne
Heuristiken in Theorie und Praxis”.

VR Applications

The VIRTUAL-le@rning project plans the development of three Unity-based applica-
tions:

• The Biology and Chemistry Institute develops an application for safety briefings

for the chemistry laboratory [17].

• An application to support studying theology.

• An application to support studying foreign languages.

Currently, there are two different hardware setups used for running VR applications
[17]:

• The tethered setup uses a headset, which requires an additional computer. Cur-
rently, they use a “Valve Index” for this setup.

• The standalone setup uses a headset with an integrated processing unit, which
does not require additional hardware. Currently, they use a “Pico Neo” for this
setup.

3.4.2 Organizational Units

Library: Library: The university library supports learnweb, e-learning tools, and data
storage.

RZ: The Computing center delivers the computing infrastructure and hosts the e-
learning apps. Further, it is helping with the assistance of some specific applica-
tions.

GWDG: The GWDG (Gesellschaft für wissenschaftliche Datenverarbeitung mbH
Göttingen) offers a wide range of information and communication services for
science, ofter refered to as AcadmicCloud. GWDG hosts and assists in addi-
tional e-learning and data storage applications for the University of Hildesheim.

SSE: Software Systems Engineering (SSE) is a group located at the Institute of Com-
puter Science. SSE hosts several e-learning applications developed in-house to
address their personal need. Here, we list applications that are not specifically
developed for their own lectures and, thus, may also be used by others.

ISUM: Informationssysteme und Unternehmensmodellierung (ISUM) is a department
of the Institute of business informatics. ISUM hosts several e-learning applica-
tions developed in-house to address their personal needs. Here, we list applica-
tions that are not specific for their own lectures and, thus, may also be used by
others.
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BWOR: Betriebswirtschaft und Operations Research (BWOR) has partially rented
cloud solutions for their lectures but has also done in-house development.

VR-individual solutions: Faculties have diverse self-developed virtual reality (VR)
solutions.
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Chapter 4

Technical Interactions

This chapter shortly describes the business and information architecture as well as the
technical interaction layer of the architecture, including services, service interfaces, in-
formation flows, and technical responsibilities. While this information is usually not
of interest to end users, it is very important to developers, maintainers, and decision
makers. This chapter focuses on this audience by providing the necessary documenta-
tion.

In the first section (Section 4.1), the business and information architecture are
described with regard to the goals. The concepts of Figure 3.3 are proposed as solutions.
In addition, the information architecture with its data management is briefly described
here. Section 4.2 describes known services and service interfaces, which may be used
to integrate new services.

4.1 Business and Information Architecture

In an e-learning perspective, capabilities of the university needed for e-learning are
remote classrooms, hybrid teaching, data storing, grading, curriculum, lecture plan,
schedule of lectures, academic calendar, monitoring and evaluation of the teaching
and learning, online exams, and reporting. Other perspectives such as the research
perspective are not considered here. Skills that should be additionally provided or
improved are: Teaching in the sense of the students, e-learning, realize online profiling
courses, allow remote learning, service and support, and hybridity. The respective
capabilities with expected concepts, systems and technologies to provide or to improve
these capabilities are summarized below.

Teaching in the sense of students can be realized and improved using the relevant
concepts depicted in Figure 4.1. One concept is incorporating feedback from an-
alytics and course evaluation. The Questor Pro, Unizensus, and Datendestille
software enables such analyses. Moodle offers the possibility of integrated learn-
ing paths in order to be able to react specifically to the knowledge level of the
students. In this regard, student management that enables measurement of stu-
dent satisfaction, progress, and academic behavior is a prerequisite for course
analysis and online profiling. Since many of the tools used at the university
are web-based, which means they are platform-independent, students are almost
free to choose which devices and operating systems they want to use to expand
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their knowledge. The University, on the whole, strives to provide guidance and
organizational support to students. In this regard, homepages, telephone calls,
and training ensure student support. Many of these are available remotely. E-
learning could improve these aspects in the future. The library and the computer
center provide application support for the university applications. Up to now, the
university’s possibilities to take individual needs, abilities and potentials into ac-
count have been limited. An increase would lead to improvements in the campus
climate.

Platform 

independence
Student support Campus climate

Teaching in the 

sense of students

Application support Online profiling
Student 

management

Analytics course 

evaluation

Figure 4.1: Teaching in the sense of students capability with appropriate concepts.

E-Learning capabilities can be provided or enhanced by the concepts of remote
learning, expansion, service orientation, e-learning, server based computing,
server virtualization, and cloud computing (see Figure 4.2). Remote learning,
which does not require students to attend classes and exercises in person, is the
cornerstone of e-learning. The e-learning concept means that there are digital
teaching materials and that teaching takes place online (possibly in digital class-
rooms). It must also be possible to assign grades online. E-learning also requires
digitization – the more digitization advances and the greater the learning oppor-
tunities become, the more they have to be expanded. The university must be well
prepared for this. Server virtualization is a good basis for creating the necessary
conditions. It gives an abstract view of the heterogeneous physical servers which
makes them scalable on different machines. Here, service orientation also helps
with scalability by allowing different instances of services to be created. Cloud
computing enables the sharing of files, data storage and applications.

Expansion Service orientation E-learning concept

E-learning 

capabilities

Server based 

computing
Server virtualizationRemote learning Cloud computing Grading

Figure 4.2: E-learning capability with appropriate concepts.

Standardized e-learning processes can be provided or enhanced by the concepts
of standardization, service orientation, and Service orientation (see figure 4.3.
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The standardization of the teaching and applications allows a diverse use of
the content and skills. This leads to the interoperability of teaching content
and applications. It is not the standardization concept that contributes to the
standardization of e-learning applications. Standards compliance also plays an
important role. At the moment, the most important point is that the university
complies with the GDPR. Through service orientation, the functions of individual
applications are also made available in a variety of ways and can thus also be
made accessible to other applications or persons, which also leads to standard
processes, interoperability, and unification.

Standards 

complicance
Service orientation

Standardization of 

e-learning processes

Standardization 

concept

Figure 4.3: Standardization capability with appropriate concepts.

Remote learning The concepts for the realization of distance learning are the same
as those needed for the realization of e-learning within the scope of this document.

Service and support enhancement can be realized by the concepts of analytics and
course evaluation, standard compliance, student management, online profiling,
application support, student support, and academic support (see Figure 4.4).
Student management and subsequent analysis can be used to identify and tar-
get student needs. Student management and subsequent analysis can be used
to identify and target student needs. Course evaluation and online profiling also
come into play here. This information may result in changes to all support areas
including support for academic education, organization, and application support.
Service and support are mainly provided by the computing center and the library.
While the computing center hosts and maintains the bigger part of the e-learning
applications, the library mainly provides support for the applications. Organiza-
tional information is mainly provided by homepages, lectures and trainings.

Course evaluation
Student 

management

Service and Support

Analytics Academic support
Student 

management
Online profiling Application support Student support

Figure 4.4: Service and support capabilities with appropriate concepts.
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Hybridity is realized through the concepts of digital transformation, and remote lean-
ing (see Figure 4.5). As soon as the learning content is available in digital form,
it can also be made available online. Remote learning and e-learning then allow
it to be carried out in hybrid form.

Remote learning E-learning

Hybridity

Digital 

transformation

Figure 4.5: Hybridity with appropriate concepts.

Primary required information in e-learning consists of (casted or static) video lec-
tures, teaching scripts, interactive learning sources, feedback, and different formats of
acquired data.

Stakeholders are students, teaching staff, the CIO board personal, and the Cen-
ter for Digital Transformation. While students and teaching staff like lecturers are
intensely involved in teaching (see Figure 3.2), the CIO board, and the Center for Dig-
ital Transformation help and organize the support of required capabilities to replace
local studying. In the lectures, instructors provide organizational information and the
subject matter that is important for courses. Big blue button allows to record video
lectures including this information to provide it to the students in a preserved matter.
Additional course information and material can be stored and found in the learnweb.
Grades are assigned through the POS. They are stored there and can be viewed by the
respective students via LSF.

Appropriate information storages are summarized in Table 4.1. Personal data is
stored in the LDAP, LSF, and eventually on university homepages. Courses are created
in the LSF. They are mirrored from LSF to the Learnweb/Moodle system. Documents
and videos are stored in the Learnweb, and in external cloud storages. Lecture record-
ings can be saved in BBB. Miscellaneous bigger files can be stored in the OwnCloud
using the AcademicCloud cloud storage. After successful participation in a course, a
grade can be entered in the POS.

System Data Type

LDAP Personal data
LSF Course information & data, personal

data, room reservation information
Learnweb Documents, Videos
Big Blue Button Lecture recordings
POS Grades
AcademicCloud: OwnCloud Bigger Files

Table 4.1: Information Storage.
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4.2 Services and Interfaces

This section describes the service interfaces. This enables developers to understand how
services are connected. Main questions to be answered are “which service interfaces
exist”, “how can they be accessed”, and who is responsible.

This chapter lists the general services provided by the University Computing Center.
This includes authentication services, which we detail in Section 4.2.1 and interfaces
of the Moodle platform presented in Section 4.2.2. Further, Section 4.2.3 describes the
LSF API. Then, we present REST-based web-services developed by the SSE group.
In Section 4.2.4, we present the E-Learning Service Bus, which may be used as au-
thentication service for self-developed web services. Section 4.2.5 lists the REST-based
backend of the Studenten-Management-System (cf. Section 3.4.1 on page 18), which
may be used to automate management related issues of lectures with more than 100
students (i.e., homework groups, assignments, and fulfillment of admission criteria).
Finally, in Section 4.2.6, we describe the Exercise-Submitter Server, a homework sub-
mission system that supports collaborative work by groups defined in the Studenten-
Management-System and provides version control mechanisms for submissions.

4.2.1 Authentication Services (CAS & LDAP)

The university offers two alternatives to authenticate users based on their university
account (RZ-Kennung): CAS (preferred) and LDAP.

• The Central Authentication Service (CAS) is a web-based single sign-on solu-
tion and attempts to be a comprehensive platform for authentication and au-
thorization [18]. CAS supports a variety of authentication protocols like LDAP,
JWT, and OAuth2. Further, various clients are available for multiple program-
ming languages and frameworks like Java, Spring Security, PHP, .NET, Python,
and more [19]. The CAS server of the University is accessible from this site:
https://www.uni-hildesheim.de/sso/login.

• The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is an open, vendor-neutral,
industry standard for accessing directory information services [20]. Typically, two
ports may be used to establish a connection to an LDAP service: 389 (unsecured
connection) and 636 (TLS). Further, the protocol defines several attributes, which
need to be specified in order to search for matching entries. Table 4.2.1 lists the
most important attributes to realize an LDAP-based authentication service.

While the use of university account is highly encourage from an end user perspective
to avoid unnecessary registrations for various services, end users should be clearly
informed that the computation center is not responsible for the services. Otherwise, the
computation center may receive support requests for non-supported services, because
end users typically expect that services accessed by using the university account are
operated by the computation center.

4.2.2 Moodle Interfaces

The IMS Global Learning Consortium has developed the Learning Tool Interoperabil-
ity (LTI) standard to enable easy, seamless, and secure integration of external tools
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Item Value

Server ldap://147.172.103.10:389

Attributes CN=Users,DC=pcds,DC=uni-hildesheim,DC=de?sAMAccountName

Table 4.2: LDAP properties to support user authentication.

into the Moodle platform (and other LMSs) [21, 22]. The LTI standard enables the
secure exchange of information between Moodle and external learning applications.
The information exchanged between Moodle, and the external tool includes course in-
formation and user identity. These concepts allow learners to seamlessly navigate from
one learning tool to another without logging into each one. Hilborn and Barret provide
a summary of the concepts provided by the LTI specification and a tutorial how to
implement LTI tools [23]. Further, there are libraries available to communicate with
LTI-based services, e.g., for Typescript: https://www.npmjs.com/package/ltijs.

The library operates the Moodle and provides support. Further, they operate a test
environment to test new versions, plug-ins, or LTI-based tool integrations. Mr. Zim-
mermann (Q zimme001@uni-hildesheim.de) is the main contact person for technical
issues, e.g., development of new functionalities.

4.2.3 LSF Interface

The LSF Publish module allows flexible queries via a freely programmable SOAP API
to various databases, including further processing the results in an XML tree, i.e.,
function calls can be defined that can be retrieved via query. However, we only use
read operations (e.g., when coupling LSF and Typo3). When using it, it is essential to
pay attention to data protection.

Among other things, web service queries are also possible. Programming SOAP
clients for the applications to be queried is relatively simple and is supported by the
WSDL code generated by the AXIS SOAP Engine. Almost all popular programming
languages provide a SOAP implementation that allows a client to be generated dy-
namically and used at runtime via the WSDL description. The description can be
generated and used at runtime. The services are accessed via the URL %SERVER
NAME/quisserver/services/. The HTTPS protocol should always be used to ensure
that communication between the LSF instance and the calling application is encrypted
over the network. When defining the objects that can be retrieved via SOAP in the
service configuration files, authentication may optionally be required, which is specified
in the XML structure of the request. Username, password, or token must be included
as subelements [24].

4.2.4 E-Learning Service Bus (ESB)

The E-Learning Service Bus (ESB) was developed by the SSE group of the University
of Hildesheim to realize a service-based abstraction layer to the existing authentication
mechanisms. Further, it may be used as a gateway in front of other services to restrict
their access. The key features of the ESB are:
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• REST-based access control via Jason Web Tokens (JWT), while supporting uni-
versity accounts (RZ-Kennung) and local accounts, which may be created for
controlling the access of other services or external users.

• Access control to other services, which are behind a firewall. This can be regarded
as an additional firewall, wile access to the services may be granted to certain
users or roles.

• User profiles across various services. The ESB offers user profiles (notification
request, consent for AI services, . . . ), which may be used by consuming services.

Important URLs of the services are provided in Table 4.2.4.

Description URL

Productive system https://authenticate.sse.uni-hildesheim.de

Test system http://147.172.178.30:8080/swagger-ui/index.ht

ml?configUrl=/v3/api-docs/swagger-config

REST specification http://147.172.178.30:8080/swagger-ui/index.ht

ml?configUrl=/v3/api-docs/swagger-config

Table 4.3: URLs of the E-Learning Service Bus (ESB).

Services that use the E-Learning Service Bus to allow the authentication by us-
ing the university account (RZ-Kennung) should clearly state that these services are
not operated by the computation center to avoid support requests for non-supported
services.

4.2.5 Studenten-Management-System REST Backend

This is the headless RESTful web service of the Studenten-Management-System (cf.
Section 3.4.1 on page 18). It allows authenticated users and services to query all
information that is processed by the Studenten-Management-System. Its OpenAPI
specification facilitates the generation of API clients for various programming languages
[25]. Important URLs of the services are provided in Table 4.2.5.

Description URL

Productive system https://authenticate.sse.uni-hildesheim.de/stmgmt

Test system http://147.172.178.30:3000/api/

REST specification [26]

Table 4.4: URLs of the Studenten-Management-System REST Backend.

4.2.6 Exercise-Submitter Server

The Exercise-Submitter Server [27] is an open source homework submission server
developed by the SSE group. The key features are:

• REST-based interface, facilitating the development of different clients for various
usage scenarios and platforms. The service specification is available at [5].
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• Typical functions of version control systems, e.g., replay / diff of previous sub-
missions or meta-information regarding submissions.

• Rights-management supporting submission/replay and edit by multiple team
members, which preventing access of non-team members.

• Integration of the Studenten-Management-System. After login, the Exercise-
Submitter Server limits the selection of courses to registered courses of the student
and shows only running and evaluated exercises. Submissions may only be viewed
and modified by team members and teachers.

• Interfaces for teachers/reviewers to download all submissions of one exercise and
the upload of their evaluations.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion & Future Work

This report is the first attempt to present a blueprint of the university’s e-learning
architecture. This includes the description of major e-learning applications, their func-
tional aspects, and interfaces, but also available infrastructure that are crucial for these
applications, e.g., authentication services and exam administration. This serves as a
base for improvements in the e-learning landscape and the development and improve-
ment of new applications.

However, due to the large number of applications, decentralized developments of
custom solutions, and the large number of stakeholders, it is hard to cover the architec-
ture holistically. We therefore focused our analysis to web-based e-learning applications
that are either managed by central organisations of the university (Computing Cen-
tre, Library, . . . ) or that can be used university-wide. Figure 3.1 visualizes these
findings from and end-user perspective. Nonetheless, the report lists still some white
spots indicating to missing information, which should be documented in more detail in
future.

Figure 3.2 visualizes stakeholders and departments involved in e-learning. Stan-
dards and principles lead to an unification of systems and processes, which should be
further intensified in the future. Students could benefit from a social network for in-
formation exchange, and the documentation of a project or study progresses. Further,
this would ease reporting to funding agencies.

Other aspects could include a virtual campus.There is no specific online graduation
ceremony that would be an integral part of a successful degree program. Even if
the University of Hildesheim is no Open University and, thus, face-to-face teaching is
generally preferred, online teaching should be strengthened. Students demand more
opportunities for remote learning to be able to adjust their learning pace to their
individual needs. Moreover, since Corona, they are questioning the need for physical
attendance at lectures. In addition, there is an increasing competition from online
training opportunities, like: Udacity, Udemy, Coursera, edX, and many more.
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Appendix A

E-Learning Application Landscape
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Tool URL Function Interfaces Deployment Add. Info

Big Blue
Button

https://bbb.uni-hildes

heim.de/

Open source web conferencing system with fo-
cus on education. Key Features:
• Online meeting
• Screensharing
• Breakout sessions
• Whieboard

Moodle inte-
gration

Computing
Centre

Project
page:
https://gith

ub.com/bigbl

uebutton/big

bluebutton

Big Blue
Button
(GWDG)

https://meet.gwdg.de Open source web conferencing system with fo-
cus on education. Key Features:
• Online meeting
• Screensharing
• Breakout sessions
• Whieboard

GWDG Project
page:
https://gith

ub.com/bigbl

uebutton/big

bluebutton

Business
Simulations
by BWOR

Business Simulations for teaching, alternative
versions used.

External /
AG BWOR

CAS Web-based authentication system CAS of ap-
ero offers
a couple
of libraries
in various
languages:
• Spring
• Python

Computing
Centre

Project
page:
h t t p s : / /

apereo.githu

b.io/cas/6.4

.x/index.html

Concept-
Mapping-
Tool

https://www.concept-ma

pping.uni-hildesheim.d

e/

Collaborative tool for creating concept maps.
Should guide students at their research (sem-
inars, projects, thesis)

AG ISUM Developed
by AG ISUM

Design
Thinking
Tool

Tool to conduct a Design Thinking study,
which is used to teach students this kind of
research technique.

AG ISUM Developed
by AG ISUM
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Tool URL Function Interfaces Deployment Add. Info

E-Learning
Service Bus
(ESB)

REST-based authentification service:
• Provides access via RZ-accounts
• Allows creation of additional accounts (e.g.,

external teachers, authenticated services)
• User account management across mutliple

REST services

• REST
API [26]

• LDAP in-
tegration

AG SSE Developed
by AG SSE,
project
page: https:

//github.com

/Student-Man

agement-Syst

em/Sparkyser

vice-Project

eCLR https://www.collaborat

ive-literature-review.

uni-hildesheim.de/

Collaborative tool to plan & conduct system-
atic literature reviews

AG ISUM Developed
by AG ISUM

Etherpad https://epad.hosting.u

ni-hildesheim.de/

Collaborative editing in really real-time Moodle
Plug-in
available

Computing
Centre

Project
page: http://

etherpad.org

Exercise-
Submitter
Server

https://praktikum.sse.

uni-hildesheim.de/

(Group-based) homework submission server.
Key features:
• Group members can see/edit submissions

of other members
• Version control (restore older submissions)
• Download of all submissions for one home-

work (teachers)
• Allows integration of semi-automatic con-

sistency checkers

• REST
API [5]

• Sparky-
Integration
provides
access
for RZ-
accounts

AG SSE Developed
by AG SSE,
project page:
https://gith

ub.com/Stude

nt-Managemen

t-System/exe

rcise-submit

ter-server

Exercise-
Submitter
Clients

Submission of homework to the Exercise-
Submitter server. Clients available as stan-
dalone Java application and as Eclipse plug-
in.

Local instal-
lation

Developed
by AG SSE

GitLab https://www.uni-hildes

heim.de/gitlab

Open source end-to-end software development
platform with built-in version control, issue
tracking, code review.

Computing
Centre

Project
page:
https://gitl

ab.com/gitla

b-org/gitlab

HedgeDoc https://pad.gwdg.de/ Real-time, multi-platform collaborative mark-
down note editor.

GWDG Project
page:
https://gith

ub.com/hedge

doc/hedgedoc/
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Tool URL Function Interfaces Deployment Add. Info

Hildata https://hildata.uni-hi

ldesheim.de/
• Digital asset management
• Picture data
• Rights-management
• Storage of research results
• Also for storage of research data of student

work

Support by
the Univer-
sity Library

HilDok https://www.uni-hildes

heim.de/bibliothek/for

schen-publizieren/publ

izieren/hildok-publika

tionsserver

• Publication of Open-Access Publications
• Publicatio of dissertations & habilitations
• Publication of student work via teachers

possible

easydb /
Programm-
fabrik

Computing
Centre

Support by
the Univer-
sity Library

LDAP Authentification service of the university.
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP).

LDAP is a
network pro-
tocol

Computing
Centre

Learnweb /
Moodle (in-
tern)

https://www.uni-hildes

heim.de/learnweb
• Distribution of teaching material
• Discussion forums
• Homework submission
• Surveys

BBB, CAS,
LTI

Computing
Centre

Support by
the Univer-
sity Library

Learnweb /
Moodle (ex-
tern)

https://www.uni-hildes

heim.de/moodle

Used for teaching courses with externals Computing
Centre

Support by
the Univer-
sity Library

Learnweb
/ Moodle
(test envi-
ronment)

https://www.uni-hildes

heim.de/moodle

Used to test new plug-ins/development Computing
Centre

Support by
the Univer-
sity Library

LimeSurvey https://academiccloud.

de/home

Open source on-line statistical survey web app GWGD

LSF https://lsf.uni-hildes

heim.de/

Course catalog, used to generate Learnweb
courses

CAS, Moo-
dle

Computing
Centre
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Tool URL Function Interfaces Deployment Add. Info

ONLY-
OFFICE

https://academiccloud.

de/home

Collaborative, online office tools Moodle
plug-in
available

Computing
Centre

Open Cast Recording and upload of videos into the
Learnweb

Moodle Computing
Centre

OpenProject https://academiccloud.

de/home

Project management:
• Tickets
• GANT chart

GWDG

Overleaf https://academiccloud.

de/home

Collaborative LaTeX GWDG

ownCloud https://academiccloud.

de/home

Open-source alternative of Dropbox to syn-
chronize and share files and folders.

GWDG

POS Exam management tool. Computing
Centre

Manual &
support at:
https://www.

uni-hildeshe

im.de/ecampu

s/lsf/merkbl

att-pos-mana

gement-fuer-

pruefer/

Rocket.Chat https://academiccloud.

de/home
• DSGVO compliant chat
• More natural chat alternative than Moodle
• Supports (sub-) channels
• Also used to distribute teaching material

GWDG
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Tool URL Function Interfaces Deployment Add. Info

Studenten-
Mangement-
System

https://stu-mgmt.uni-h

ildesheim.de/
• Provides

REST AP
• Sparky-

Integration
provides
access
for RZ-
accounts

AG SSE Developed
by AG SSE,
project
page: https:

//github.com

/Student-Man

agement-Syst

em/StudentMg

mt-Backend

Studenten-
Mangement-
System
REST Back-
end

https://authenticate.s

se.uni-hildesheim.de/s

tmgmt
• Provides

REST AP
• Sparky-

Integration
provides
access
for RZ-
accounts

AG SSE Developed
by AG SSE,
project
page: https:

//github.com

/Student-Man

agement-Syst

em/StudentMg

mt-Backend

Studieninformationsportal Rechentenrum?
T-Shape-
Tool

Should support students by getting to know
each other and to form groups. Provides 2
dimensions for visualizing skills:
• Vertical dimension may be used to visualize

experienced skills
• Horizontal dimension may be used to visu-

alize not fully developed skills

AG ISUM Developed
by AG ISUM

Teaching
Applications
of BWOR

In-house developments to support courses of
“Project Management” and “Moderne Heuris-
tiken in Theorie und Praxis”.

AG BWOR

University
Homepage

https://www.uni-hildes

heim.de/

Content Management, Typo3 Computing
Centre
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Tool URL Function Interfaces Deployment Add. Info

VR Applica-
tions

Local instal-
lation

WebIDE https://webide.sse.uni

-hildesheim.de/
• Online IDE: Keine lokale Installation

notwendig)
• Collboratives Arbeiten
• Abgabe / Download von (korrigierten)

Hausaufgaben
• IDE: Syntax-Highlighting, Syntax-

Ueberpruefung, Code-Ausfuehrung

•

Integrated
Exercise-
Submitter
for sub-
mitting
home-
work

• Uses
Sparky-
Service
for au-
thentifica-
tion

AG SSE

WeKan https://www.uni-hildes

heim.de/wekan/

Kanban board for project management, may
also be used as collaborative pinboard

Computing
Centre

Wiki https://www.uni-hildes

heim.de/wiki/

Wiki for sharing information collaboratively Computing
Centre

Zoom
• Online meeting & taching
• Used for meetings with more that 100 par-

ticipants
• Whiteboard
• Sharing of local sound deviced (for teaching

musics)
• Very reliable

External,
licenses pro-
vided by
Computing
Centre

Table A.1: e-Learning tools at the university.
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